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1. Introduction. 

An immersed submanifold /: Mn —> R71^ in standard flat Euclidean 
space, endowed with the induced metric, is said to be conformally flat if 
each point has a neighborhood conformal to Rn. Around 1919, nonflat 
conformally flat hypersurfaces (p = 1, n > 4) were completely described by 
E. Cartan ([Ca2]) as being any envelope of a 1-parameter family of spheres. 
In this case, the geometric parametric description (see [CY], [CDM], [AD2] 
or [Da]) is an immediate consequence of the existence, at any point, of a 
principal curvature of multiplicity at least n — 1. 

For higher but still low codimension, namely, p < n — 3, the algebraic 
structure of the second fundamental form of a conformally flat submanifold 
has also been well understood for some time due to the work of Moore 
([M01]; see also [MM]). His extension of Cartan's result implies that, 
generically, Mn carries a (n — p)-dimensional foliation by extrinsic spheres 
which immerse in Rn+P as round spheres. 

It is well known ([ADi], [Da]) that a simply connected Riemannian 
manifold Mn,n > 3, is conformally flat if and only if it can be realized as 
a hypersurface of the light cone Vn+1 of the standard flat Lorentzian space 
Ln+2. Recall that 

Vn+1 = {X E Ln+2: (X,X) = 0,-Y / 0}. 

Hence, in order to obtain examples of conformally flat submanifolds Mn 

of Rn+P, it suffices to produce a Riemannian manifold Nn+1 which admits 
isometric immersions F: Nn+l -> Rn+P and G: Nn+1 -> Ln+2 and then 
take M71 as the intersection G{Nn+l) fl Vn+1. 

Our first main result is that, for p < n — 3, the above procedure generates 
all simply connected examples. In particular, Moore's spherical foliation is 
nothing else but the intersection with Yn+1 of the at least (n — p + 1)- 
dimensional relative nullity foliation common to F and G. 
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The remaining part of the paper is devoted to the local classification of 
all conformally flat submanifolds in codimension p = 2. In fact, this goal 
is achieved by two different means. Our first approach consists in putting 
together the above result with a description of all Riemannian manifolds 
Nm which can be realized, simultaneously, as hypersurfaces in Rm+1 and 
Lm+1. 

This last result is of independent interest and has other consequences. 
On one hand, it allows us to construct explicit counterexamples to the 
claims in [Noi] and [N02]. More importantly, it reveals a completely unex- 
pected strong relation with the classical Sbrana-Cartan theory ([Sb], [Cai], 
[DPT]) of isometrically deformable Euclidean hypersurfaces. It turns out 
that in order to admit an isometric immersion in Lm+1, a nonflat hypersur- 
face Nm of Rm+1 is either in one of three (out of five) classes of deformable 
Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces or has a similar structure as the elements of a 
fourth class. As a consequence, in codimension 2, we show that any 'generic' 
conformally flat submanifold either has as many isometric deformations as 
a certain surface in R3 or in the sphere S3, admits precisely a 1-parameter 
family of deformations, or is isometrically rigid. 

Making use of our previous results, we are then able to describe all non- 
flat codimension 2 conformally flat submanifolds in a parametric form. This 
second approach turns out to be much more involved than Cartan's descrip- 
tion because, aside from hypersurfaces, the existence alone of a spherical 
foliation as above is far from sufficient to conclude conformal flatness. 

Our parametrization and an observation due to Cartan then enable us to 
explicitly construct a large family of what seems to be the first known generic 
examples. Finally, in order to complete our classification, we extend the 
parametrization of flat surfaces in R obtained in [CD] to flat n-dimensional 
submanifolds of Rn+2. 

2. The general case. 

We first recall some basic facts and definitions. Given an isometric im- 
mersion F: Nm -> Rm+P, the relative nullity subspace A(x) C TXN at 
x E Nm is defined as 

A(x) = {Xe TXN:  aF(X,Y) = 0, \/Y E TXN}, 

where ap • TN x TiV —► Tp iV stands for the vector valued second funda- 
mental form. It is a standard fact that on any open subset where the index 
of relative nullity ISF(Z) 

:= dim A(x) is constant, the relative nullity distri- 
bution is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic in Nm and Rm+P. 
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Consider a hypersurface F: Nm -> Rm+1 with constant index VF = £, 
0 < £ < m — 1. In this situation, we may locally parametrize F by means of 
the Gauss parametrization which we briefly describe next for later use and 
refer to [DGi] for further details. 

Let ym~^ be the quotient space of relative nullity leaves in an open subset 
U C Nm with projection TT: U -+ V™'1. The Gauss map £: U -> Sm(l) 
induces an isometric (with the induced metric) immersion h: V171-1 -> 
Sm(l) so that h o TT = f. Let Af denote the normal bundle of h in Sm(l) C 
Rm+1 and let 7 be the "support function" defined by 7 o TT = (F,€). The 
Gauss parametrization $: Af —> Rm+1 is given by 

\[/(#) = 7(a;)/i(a;) + grad7(a;) + ??,   x = 7r(#), 

where we fiberwise identify the affine relative nullity bundle over a cross 
section with the vector bundle Af by parallel transport in Euclidean space. 

All of the above easily extends to isometric immersions G: Nm -> Lm+P. 
In particular, the Gauss parametrization is now given in terms of a subman- 
ifold k:  V™-* -> Hm(-1) C Lm+1 in hyperbolic space and takes the form 

T(i?) = pk — gradp 4-1?, 

where po TT = — (G, £). 
When /: Mn -> Rn+P, p < n — 3, is a conformally flat submanifold, 

from the work of Moore ([M01]; see also the proof below) we know that at 
each point there is an umbilical subspace U(x) C TXM with dimU(x) > n—p. 
Hence, there is a unit vector 77 G TJTXM and R 3 A > 0, so that the second 
fundamental form satisfies 

(2.1) af(Z,X)=\(Z,X)ri,   VZ G U{x), VX G TXM. 

It is a well known fact (c.f. [Ki]) that the umbilical distribution U 
is integrable on any open subset where the index of conformal nullity 
Vf(x) := dimU(x) is constant, and its leaves are extrinsic spheres in Mn 

and part of round spheres in Rn+P. Recall that an extrinsic sphere S of a 
Riemannian manifold Mn is an umbilical submanifold with parallel mean 
curvature vector such that the sectional curvature of Mn is constant along 
planes tangent to S. 

We say that an isometricJmmersion F: Nn+1 —> Nn+p extends an iso- 
metric immersion /: Mn —> Nn+P when there exists an isometric embedding 
of Mn into iVn+1 such that F\M = /. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let f: Mn -> Rn+P, n > 5, p < n—3, 6e a simply connected 
conformally flat submanifold without flat points. If f has constant index of 
conformal nullity vj = £, then there exist an extension F: JVn+1 -» R71"1"^ of 

f and an isometric immersion G: Nn+l ->• Ln+2 so that Mn = G(Nn+1) fl 
Vn+1. Moreover, F and G carry a common (£ + 1)-dimensional relative 
nullity foliation. 

Proof. We first sketch (see [ADi] or [Da] for details) how one produces the 
isometric immersion g: Mn -> Vn+1 C Ln+2 since G, in the statement, will 
be an extension of g in Ln+2. Take the trivial Lorentzian vector bundle 
Mn x L2 over Mn endowed with the compatible fiber connection which 
makes a canonical orthonormal basis {^5^} parallel. Here ||£|| = —1. Now 
consider the symmetric bilinear form a: TM x TM -> L2 given by 

a{X,Y) = - (L{X,Y) - I(X,y)^+ {L{X,Y) + \^Y)} v, 

where L is the tensor defined as 

L{X,Y) = -i- (Ric(X,Y) - lns{X,Y) 

and s stands for the scalar curvature. Then a verifies the fundamental 
Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci equations. In fact, the Gauss equations are equiv- 
alent to the vanishing of the conformal curvature tensor (Weyl tensor), the 
Codazzi equations are equivalent to L being a Codazzi tensor and the Ricci 
equations are trivially verified. We obtain from the Lorentzian version of 
the fundamental theorem for submanifolds that there exists an isometric 
immersion of Mn into Ln+2 with second fundamental form a. Finally, in 
order to conclude that the immersion lies in the light cone Vn+1, one has 
to use that the normal vector field £ — v is umbilic, parallel and light-like, 
i.e., HC-HI =0. 

At each point, let /3: TM x TM -* L2 @TfM be the symmetric bilinear 
form defined by 

/3(x,n= (wn + 5<x,y)) £+ (L(X,Y) - i(x,y>) iz + a/^y). 

Since /? is flat and /3(X, X) ^ 0 for all X ^ 0, by Proposition 2 of [Moi] (or 
Lemma 7.12 of [Da]) there exist a subspace U C TM, a real valued bilinear 
form </>: TM x TM ->► R and a light-like vector e = f + av + 677, where 
r) G Tj-M and Hr/H = 1, such that: 
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i) dimU >n — p, 

ii) /3(Z, X) = <t){Z, X)e,   VZeU,Xe TM. 

We conclude by a straightforward computation from ||e|| = 0 and ii) above 
that there exists /i £ T^-M, ||^|| = 1, such that 

(2.2) aj{Z,X) = A(Z,Xh,    ag(Z,X) = A(ZJX>/iJ 

for all Z E M, X E TM. 
We claim for the tangent valued second fundamental forms of / and g 

that 

(2.3) Af = A}. 

Recall that a Riemannian manifold Mn is conformally flat if and only if its 
sectional curvature KM satisfies 

(2.4) KM(X, Y) + KM(Z, W) = KM(X, W) + KM(Z, Y) 

for any orthonormal set of vectors. Using this and our assumption on Mn, 
it follows easily that A ^ 0 in equations (2.2). On the other hand, we get 
from the Gauss equations, 

X(a,(X9YU) = A(a,(X,Y),/,),  VX,Y GW1, 

and the claim follows. 
Prom the assumption that U has constant dimension, we have that all 

of the above data can be taken to be smooth. Let us denote by V and 
V the Riemannian connections in the manifold and the ambient spaces, 
respectively. For any vector field Z € W, we have 

(2.5) VzZ = VzZ + \(Z,Z)ri. 

It follows from (2.5) that 

tf = span{(VzZ)wJ.eri.M : VZ G U} 

is a smooth line bundle over Mn. Moreover, L? <f_ TM because A ^ 0. 
Since 77 is parallel along U in the normal connection, the Codazzi equation 

for any normal vector field 6 _L 77 takes the form 

VzAf
5X - AfrzX + Af

v±5Z + Af
sVxZ = 0,  \/ZeU. 
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Taking inner product with Z, we easily get 

<VzZ,Vx*}=0. 

Since (V^Z, $) — 0, we conclude that 

V^VzZ G TM 0 spanfr;},   VX <E TM. 

For any unit vector Z G W, we have from (2.5) and the above that 

Vx VzZ = Vx Vz^ - A^X + (^\1ZZ + grad A, X)//, 

from where we easily obtain that 

(2-6) 

Vx(VzZ)^ = Vx(VzZ)wx - \A{X + (4(VzZ)wx + grad A, X)r\. 

Let L5 be the line bundle over Mn similarly defined as L^ and denote by 
r: Lf -^ L9 the obvious bundle isometry. Then, the maps F: L? —>■ Rn+P 

and G: Lf -+ Ln+2 defined as 

nC) = /(z) + C,     G(C)=^) + r(C),   a; = 7r(C), 

are immersions when restricted to a tubular neighborhood Nn~*~1 of the zero 
section. A similar calculation shows that (2.6) also holds for g when rj is 
replaced by /i. We easily conclude from (2.3) and (2.6) that F and G induce 
the same metric. 

Notice that the maps F and G have been produced by "replacing" the 
extrinsic spheres by the affine subspaces of one dimension higher which con- 
tain them. This is so because the fibers of l/ and L9 are spanned by the 
mean curvature vectors of the umbilical foliation. We now show that these 
affine subspaces are contained in the relative nullity distributions. We have 
from (2.6) that the normal bundles to F and G are, respectively, the or- 
thogonal complements to 77 and /i in the normal bundles of / and g. Being 
77 and n parallel in the normal connection along W, we easily see that their 
orthogonal complements are constant along U. Hence, the normal bundles of 
F and G must be constant along the above affine subspaces. This concludes 
the proof of the theorem. □ 

Remark 2.2. It may well happen that Mn in Theorem 2.1 carries a fo- 
liation by fc-dimensional extrinsic spheres with k > £. If this is the case, 
we have for the indices of relative nullity that up = I + 1 but, as we show 
below, VQ — k + 1. See also Proposition 4.1 for further understanding of 
this situation. 
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Prom Theorem 2.1, any conformally flat hypersurface in Rn+1 without 
flat points may always be obtained as the intersection of a flat hypersurface 
in Ln+2 with the light cone. In fact, we have the following general result. 

Theorem 2.3. Any simply connected conformally flat manifold Mn foliated 
by extrinsic spheres of dimension £ > 3 can be realized as the intersection 
G(Nn+1) fl Vn+1

; where G: Nn+1 -+ Ln+2 is an isometric immersion with 
constant index of relative nullity VQ = (< + l> Conversely, any conformally 
flat manifold, obtained by an intersection as above, carries a foliation by 
l-dimensional extrinsic spheres. 

Proof We first prove the converse. In terms of a Gauss parametrization 

Y^) = pk — grad p + ti 

for G, the intersection g: Mn -> Vn+1 C Ln+2 of G(iVn+1) with Vn+l can 
be parametrized as 

(2.7) g(w) = pfc-gradp+ yjp2 - ||gradp||2w = p(k - p) 

along the unit normal bundle Mi of k in Hn+1(-1) C Ln+2. 
All we have to show is that each fiber of A/i, already part of an umbilical 

sphere in Ln+1, is an extrinsic sphere in Mn. Taking derivatives of (#, g) = 0, 
we see that g G T^-M. Thus, T^-M = span{A:,^}. Hence, the pair {k,p} is 
an orthonormal basis for T^-M where p (defined by (2.7)) is normal to Mn 

in Nn+1. Since k and p are constant along the leaves, we have for any Z 
tangent to a leaf that 

g*Z = -pVzfJ*, 

which concludes the proof in one direction. 
To prove the direct statement, let U denote the distribution tangent to 

the extrinsic spheres. Conditions (2.4) and £ > 3 yield 

KM{X,Y) = KM(X,Z), \/Y,zeU{x), vxeuL(x). 

For the tensor L, this implies that 

£(y,z) = «(y,z), \/Y,zeU, ^eC00(M). 

Moreover, using that L is a Codazzi tensor, it follows easily that K must 
be constant along each extrinsic sphere. Therefore, the second fundamental 
form of g: M71 -* Vn+1 C Ln+2 satisfies 

1        ^s     A 
2-^ + (2 ag{Y, z) = (y, z) ((- - K)t + (- -i- K)f,) = (y, z)s. 
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Hence, each extrinsic sphere is umbilic in Ln+2. By the same argument that 
the one in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we now conclude that an extension G 
oig as required exists. Finally, observe that the condition VQ = £ + 1 follows 
from the first half of the proof. □ 

3. Hypersurfaces of R^ and L^. 

Our classification of Riemannian manifolds which can be simultaneously 
realized as hypersurfaces in both, R^ and L^, makes use of a special class 
of spherical and hyperbolic surfaces which we describe next. 

For a spherical surface h: V2 -» Sm(l) C Rm+1, m > 2, together with 
a global coordinate system (^,^), we denote by F1,?2, the two connection 
functions of the Riemannian connection V' of V2 determined by 

v^-r^ + r2^;, 

where du,dv stand for the coordinate vector fields. Notice that h is just 
a coordinate system when m = 2. We say tha,t the coordinates (w, v) are 
conjugate whenever the second fundamental form of h satisfies 

(3.1) (xh(du,dv) = 0. 

In terms of the coordinate functions (/i1,... ,/im+1) of h in R77l+1, (3.1) 
takes the form 

(3.2) Hesstf (du, dv) + {du, dv)h
j = 0,   1 < j < m + 1. 

We call an associated function to a given spherical surface with conjugate 
coordinates {/i, (w, v)} any negative solution r of the system of equations 

r TU = 2r2T(i-r) 
(3-3) / 

1 ru = 2r1(l-r). 

The integrability condition for system (3.3) turns out to be 

(rl - 2r1r2)T - ri + 2r1r2 = o. 

We then say that {h, (u, v)} is a surface of first type when its metric satisfies 

(3.4) ri = r2
v = 2r1r2. 
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Surfaces of first type posses a 1-parameter family of associated functions. 
In fact, as already observed in [Sb] and [Cai], equations (3.4) can be easily 
integrated. We get 

(3.5) r1^—X—r, r2=      u 

2{u+vy       2(u-vy 

where U = U(u) and V = V(v) are smooth functions of one of the coordi- 
nates. Then (3.3) and (3.5) yield for the associated functions 

_ c - V{v) 
T" c + u{uy 

where c G R has to be chosen so that r is negative. 
When {/i, (w, v)} is not of first type, we call it of second type if 

r1 — 2r1r2 

(3-6) T = r2_2rlr2 

is a negative (and necessarily unique) associated function. 

Remark 3.1. In their classification of isometrically deformable Euclidean 
hypersurfaces without flat points, Sbrana ([Sb]) and Cartan ([Cai]) consid- 
ered two classes of spherical surfaces (called by Sbrana of first and second 
species) which carry either real or complex conjugate coordinates. While 
surfaces of first type are nothing else but surfaces of first species for real 
conjugate coordinates, surfaces of second type are not of second species but 
of a similar kind. Namely, r given by (3.6) is still a solution of system (3.3) 
but it is a positive one. 

The notion of spherical surfaces of first or second type extends imme- 
diately to surfaces k: V2 —> Hm(—1) C Lm+1 in hyperbolic space. In this 
case, equation (3.2) takes the form 

Hesstf {du,dv) - (du, dv)k
j =0,   1 < j < m + 1. 

The following is our main result in this section. 

Theorem 3.2. Let Nm, m > 2, be a Riemannian manifold without flat 
points and let F: Nm -> Rm+1 and G: Nm -» Lm+1 be isometric im- 
mersions. Then, F is locally given by the Gauss parametrization \I/: Af —)- 
Rm+1

; 

\I/(#) =jh + gradj + #, 
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in terms of a surface of first or second type {h, (w, v)} and a solution 7 of 
the differential equation 

(3.7) Hessjidu, dv) + (du, dv)^ = 0. 

Conversely, any parametrized hypersurface in R77^1 as above can be locally 
isometrically immersed in Lm+1. A similar description holds for G. 

Proof. Prom Corollary 2 of [M02] and our assumption, we have everywhere 
for the relative nullity distributions and their indices that A^ = A^ and 
vF = m - 2 = VQ • Define D: A^ -^ A-1 by 

(3.8) D = {AF)-loAG, 

where AF (respectively, AG) denotes the second fundamental form of F 
(respectively, G) restricted to A-1. Prom the Gauss equations, 

detl> = -l. 

Hence, for a basis {Xj.,^} of eigenvectors D takes the form 

(3.9) D 
6       0 
0   -1/0 

In particular, from 

(AGXUX2) = {AFDXUX2) = 0(AFX1,X2) = -92(AGXl,X2), 

we conclude that Xi,X2 are conjugate for F and G, i.e., 

(AFX1,X2)=0=(AGX1,X2). 

We argue for F. We have to find necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of a tensor field D as in (3.9) so that AF o D satisfies the 
Codazzi equations for conjugate XL, X2. First recall that the splitting tensor 
C assigns to each T G A the endomorphism CT of A-1 given by 

CTX = -(VxT)Ax. 

Prom the Codazzi equation, we get 

(3.10) VTA
F
 = A

F
OCT,  VTGA. 
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Being the term on the left hand side symmetric, we have 

(3.11) AFoCT = C^oAF, 

where C^ denotes the adjoint operator of CT- Similarly, AF o D also has to 
satisfy (3.11). Thus, 

A
F
DCT = C£AFD = AF

CTD. 

Therefore, 

(3.12) [£>,Cr]=0,   VTEA. 

On the other hand, equation (3.10) for AF o D yields 

A
F
DCTX = (VTA

F
)DX + AF

{VTD)X, MX G A^, VT e A. 

Using (3.10), we get 

AF[D, CT]X = AF
(VTD)X, MX e A±

9 VT e A. 

We conclude from (3.12) and the above that 

(3.13) VT£> = 0,   VTGA. 

Conversely, equations (3.12) and (3.13) imply that the Codazzi equation for 
AF o D combining vectors in A and A1- is satisfied. 

Observe that equations (3.12) and (3.13) can be substituted by 

(3.14) T(0) = O,   VTGA, 

and 

(3.15) VTX/ G spanjX,},    VT G A,   1 < j < 2, 

where (3.14) says that 6 is a function on V2. Recall that V2 is the quotient 
space of relative nullity leaves and that h: V2 —> Sm(l) an immersion in- 
duced by the Gauss map £. Moreover, condition (3.15) means that there 
exists a local coordinate system (w, v) on V2 such that 

du o TT = 7r*Xi,    dv o TT = 7rs(sX2, 

for Xi,X2 of appropriated length. In particular, this implies that [Xi, X2] G 
A. Thus, the Codazzi equation we still have to consider reduces to 

(3.16) V* (AFDX2) = Vx2 (A
FDX1). 
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We have, 

VxMFDX1) = Vx2{A
F0Xl) = VX2{A

F0Xl)-e{AFXl,A
FX2)i 

= -Vx£*ox1-o&xu£*X2)s = -vQvoan + o(du,dv)i 
= -0vdu-6(Vdudv + ah(du,dv)). 

Analogously, 

VXl(A
FDX2) = -e^dv + i (Vdudv + ah(du,dv)). 

Setting r = —02, we easily see that equation (3.16) reduces to conditions 
(3.1) and (3.3). 

It remains to find the condition for Xi,X2 to be conjugate. Recall that 
in terms of the Gauss parametrization, 

AF(<&) = -[Hess7 + 7ld - .B*]-1, 

where Hess7 stands for the linear operator associated to the Hessian of 7 
and B$ denotes the second fundamental form of h in direction #. Hence, in 
the presence of (3.1), we have 

(3.17) 

(AFXUX2)=Q ^ }less1{dUldv) + {dUldv)1 = 0. 

The statement for F follows from (3.1), (3.3) and (3.17), and a similar 
argument takes care of G. The converse is straightforward. □ 

Remarks 3.3. 1)  For G, equation (3.7) becomes 

(3.18) Hessp(dn, dv) - (du, dv)p = 0. 

2) The intersection of G(Nm+1) with a foliation of Lm+2 by light cones 
provides a local foliation of JVm+1 by m-dimensional conformally flat sub- 
manifolds of Rm"f2. See also Theorem 1.10 of [ADi]. 
3) The following special examples satisfy the assumptions of the above re- 
sult: 

i) Nm = iV2 x Rm~2, where iV2 admits isometric immersions F': iV2 -> 
R3 and G': N2 -> L3, where F = Ff x Id and G = G' x Id; 

U) Nm = CN2 x Rm"3, where CN2 = N2 x R+ is a cone over a surface 
iV2 which admits isometric immersions F': N2 -> S3(l) C R4 and 
G': N2 -> S3(l) C L4 into Lorentzian unit sphere, where F = CF' x 
Id and G = CGfx Id. 
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We now introduce two new definitions in order to deal with the rigidity 
question. We call a conformally flat submanifold /: Mn ->• R71"1"2, n > 
5, generic when its umbilical direction rj G Tf-M (recall (2.1)) possesses 
everywhere a nonzero principal curvature A of multiplicity n — 2. Notice 
that z/5 = n — 2. From (2.4) and the Gauss equations, we easily get that 
generic conformally flat submanifolds cannot have flat points. We say that 
a generic / is surface-like if its isometric extension F: NTl+1 -> Rn+2 is as 
either one of the examples in Remark 3.3.3. 

Theorem 3.4. Any local isometric deformation of a generic conformally 
flat submanifold f: Mn -> Rn+2, n > 5; is the restriction to M71 of an 
isometric deformation of its isometric extension F: Nn+1 -» Rn+2. More- 
over, if nowhere surface-like, f admits, precisely, a 1-parameter family of 
isometric deformations when F is generated by a surface of first type, and 
it is isometrically rigid otherwise. In the surface-like situation, all defor- 
mations of f are determined by isometric deformations of the surface in the 
first factor of F. 

Proof. The first statement is a consequence of Theorem 5 in [DG2]. The 
remaining part follows from the classical Sbrana-Cartan classification of 
deformable Euclidean hypersurfaces ([Sb], [Cai]). In fact, they proved that 
isometric deformations of hypersurfaces splitting a surface factor or a cone 
of a spherical surface are given by deformations of the surface. Moreover, 
they also showed that hypersurfaces given by the Gauss parametrizations in 
terms of a surface of first species (see Remark 3.1) and a support function 
satisfying equation (3.7), which do not split a factor as above, admit a 1- 
parameter family of isometric deformations. Finally, unless it splits a factor, 
F does not belong to any class of deformable hypersurfaces when generated 
by a surface of second type. □ 

Given a conformally flat submanifold /: Mn -* Rn+2 without flat points 
and constant index uj = n — 2, it is easy to conclude from the result in 
[MM] that Mn possesses two foliations by conformally flat hypersurfaces 
each leaf having constant uc = n — 2 in R71"1"2. Moreover, the foliation 
by extrinsic spheres is generate by the intersection of the two foliations. In 
addition, the foliations are orthogonal if and only if / has flat normal bundle. 
Next, we present two families of examples showing that the converse to this 
observation, claimed in [N01] and [N02], does not hold. 
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Examples 3.5. 1) Consider a surface gl': N2 -> L3 which does not admit 
any local isometric immersion into R3. The intersection g: iV2 x Sn_2(l) ->• 
Ln+2 of G = g' x Id: iV2 x R71"1 ^ Ln+2 with Vrl+1, has the form 

g(x,v) =g'(x)+<l>(x)v 

where (j)2 = —(g'^g'). Orthogonal foliations by conformally flat hypersur- 
faces as above, are produced by attaching the spheres to the integral curves 
of grad^ and (grad^)-1. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that iV2 x Sn"2(l) 
cannot be isometrically immersed in R71*2 with the metric induced by g. 

2) Take any surface k: N2 -^ H71^^-!) with flat normal bundle and 
principal coordinates (u,v) which is not of first or second type. Let 
G: Nn+l —> Ln+2 be the hypersurface defined in terms of the Gauss 
parametrization by k and the support function p = 1. The intersection 
g: N2 x Sn-2(1) -> Ln+2 of G(7Vn+1) with Vn+1 is of the form 

n-l 

g(u,V,tU... ,tn-2) = k{u,v) +5^^(*!»■• •  ,tn-2)€j(u,v), 
3=1 

where ^i,... ,^n-i is a parallel orthonormal normal frame for k and I/J = 
(^i,... , iftn-i) a parametrization of the unit sphere in R71-1. A straightfor- 
ward calculation shows that the foliations obtained fixing values of u or v 
verify all of the above conditions but iV2 x Sn~2(l) cannot be isometrically 
immersed in R71"^2 with the metric induced by g. 

4. The parametrization. 

In this section we provide an explicit parametrization for any nonflat 
conformally flat submanifolds in codimension 2. 

That /: Mn -» Rn+2 is a composition we mean that there exist an open 
subset U C Rn+1 and isometric immersions /: M71 —> U and H: U —> 
Rn+2 such that / = H o f. 

Proposition 4.1. Any conformally flat submanifold f: Mn —> R71"1"2, n > 
5, without flat points is locally, along an open dense subset either generic or 
a composition. 

Proof. Since we are dealing with a local statement, we may assume that the 
principal curvature A ^ 0 of the umbilical direction 77 (see (2.1)) has constant 
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multiplicity I. When I > n — 1, we have from (2.4) that rankA^ < 1 for unit 
£ -L 77. On any open subset of Mn where A^ has constant rank, we verify 
by a straightforward computation that A^ satisfies the Gauss and Codazzi 
equations for a hypersurface /: Mn —> R71^1. It follows from Theorem 8 of 
[DTi] that / is a composition. D 

Notice that compositions as in the above result can easily be described 
parametrically by using together the Gauss parametrization and Cartan's 
parametrization of conformally flat hypersurfaces referred to in the intro- 
duction. We now consider the generic case. 

Theorem 4.2. Let h: V2 ■-> Sn+1(l) C R7142, n > 2, be a surface of 
first or second type with conjugate coordinates (u,v). For a given associated 
function r, let 9* be the adjoint to the tensor O:  TV -» TV defined by 

Qdu = -du,   Qdv = -0dv, 

where 9 = y/—T. Moreover, let p be a solution of the differential equation 

(4.1) puv + e2T2pv + ^rVu + p(du, dv) = 0, 

and let (3: V2 —> Rn+2 be a solution, unique up to translations, of the 
completely integrable system of first order 

(3U = 6phu - -^h 

Pv = -Qhv + 9pvh. 

Then, on the open subset of regular points, the map (p: A/i -> Rn+2
; defined 

on the unit normal bundle Mi of h in the sphere and given by 

(4.2) ip{w) =(3- Q*gradp + Vp2 - \\e*gradp\\2 w 

is a parametrization of a generic n-dimensional conformally flat submanifold 
of Rn+2. Conversely, for n>5, any generic conformally flat submanifold 
f: Mn -> Rn+2 can be locally parametrized this way. 

Proof. We prove the converse. Consider a local isometric immersion of Mn 

into the light cone g: Mn -» Vn+1 C L71"*"2, and the isometric extensions 
F: N71*1 -> Rn+2 of / and G: Nn+l -> Ln+2 of g.   Prom the proofs of 
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Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.3, there exist orthonormal bases {h^rj} of 
Tj-M and {fc, fi} of T^-M, where /i, A; are seen simultaneously as Gauss maps 
for F and G and as certain immersions h: V2 -> Sn+1(l) and fc: F2 -> 
Hn+1(~l). Equation (3.8) yields 

(4.3) Al = Af
hoD 

for JD extended to TM as i?|w = 0. On the other hand, we easily get taking 
derivatives of (2.7) and using (2.3) that 

Td = p(Al-Al)t 

where p = 1/A (see (2.1)) is considered as a function on V2. Therefore, 

(4.4) pAf
hoD = pAl - Id. 

Consider the map /?: Mn -* R71"1"2, defined as 

P = f + PV- 

Then, /? can also be viewed as defined along V2 since 

faZ = f*Z + pVzV = Z-pAf
TJZ = 0,  VZeU. 

Our purpose is to describe / parametrically as 

(4.5) f = P-pn, 

where ft and r? are expressed in terms of data generated by h. Since the 
images by / of the leaves of U are spheres, we have from (4.5) that 77, when 
restricted to a leaf, parametrizes part of a round (n — 2)-dimensional sphere 
contained in some (n — 1)-dimensional affine subspace of R71"1"2. Fix a leaf 
LofU,xo€L,Ye U-

L
(XQ) and set y = 7r*Y\ For any Z E TL, we have 

Z^Ky) = Z^h^Y) = (Vz7?A7r*y) = (A^Z.A^Y) = -(Af
hZ,Y) = 0. 

Therefore, the /islc(T7r(rro)F)-component of TJIL is constant. It follows easily 
that there exists a G TV so that 77 can be written as 

77 = /i*<7 + $ + KI/; 

where $ 6 J\f C T*S'n+1(l), « E C00(y) and ^(a;) is a parametrization of the 
unit sphere in the fiber Afdx]) when x varies along L. Using ||7;|| = 1, we 
easily obtain that $ = 0. Hence, 

(4.6) r) = h*(j- x/l-||/i*cr||2^. 
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Let (t)(x):  U±(x) —> T[X]V be the isomorphism ^(x) = n^u-i-tx)- Prom 
(4.4), we have for X e U^x), 

I3*X = X + pVxri + X{p)ri 
=  (Id-pAi)X -p(Vxh,ri)h + X(p)ri 

= -pAf
hDX - p(Vxh,r,)h + Xip)^ 

Since /i, p and /3 can be viewed as maps on F2, the above and (4.6) yield 

(4.7) 
MX = ph*<l>DX - p(<l>X, a)h + {(t>X{p) - p^DX, a)) rj. 

By (3.13), a tensor field fi on V2 is defined so that 

Q O (f) =z (j) O D. 

Notice that O = .ft"1. Only rj in (4.7) is not constant along the leaves of W. 
Hence, this equation is equivalent to 

(4.8) a = ie*grad/9, 
P 

and 

(4.9) fay = pKQ-ly - (ey,gradp)/i,  Vy e TV. 

In conjugate coordinates, (4.9) takes the form 

(4.10) 
pu = p0hu — .-jf-h 

(3V = --QK + 0pvh. 

Set r = — Q2. An easy computation shows that equations (3.1), (3.3) and 
(4.1) are the integrability conditions for (4.10). Therefore, system (4.10) is 
completely integrable if and only if h is a surface of first or second type and 
p verifies (4.1). The proof follows from (4.5), (4.6), (4.8) and (4.10). The 
direct statement is straightforward. □ 

Remarks 4.3. 1) A long but straightforward calculation using (4.3) and 
that / and g are isometric yields 

<a?>y)/ = (e-1a?,e-1y>,   V^yeTV, 
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where we denote by ( , )' and V" the metric and connection induced on V2 

by k. Therefore, 

Then, 
Q~l grad'p = ©*gradp 

and 

Hess^(<9w, dv) - p(dui dv)' = -{puv + 02T2pv + ^rVu + p(du, dv)}. 

Hence, equations (3.18) and (4.1) are equivalent. Also, the radius of the 
umbilical spheres in both ambient spaces (c.f. (2.7) and (4.2)) are equal, as 
they must be, since / and g are isometric, that is, 

s := VP
2
 - ||e*gradp||2 = y^2 - llgrad'pll'2. 

2) It is easy to see that the regular points of the Euclidean parametrization 
are the ones for which the operator P — sBw is nonsingular. Here P is 
defined as 

(Px,y) = {pe-1x-V'x(e*gradp),y), 

and Bw stands for the second fundamental form of h in Sn+1(l) for the 
normal direction w. 

We conclude the section presenting a large family of examples generated 
by a class of spherical surfaces of first type already considered by Cartan 
([Cai]). 

Examples 4.4. Given a spherical surface h: V2 ->• Sn+1(l) C Rn+2 of 
first type, define H: V2 -» Rn+2 by H = VU + V h. Prom (3.2) and (3.5) 
we have that, componentwise, any surface of first type is produced giving 
a set of functions (h1,... ,hm+1), with Y^ii^)2 = !. a11 satisfying the 
same differential equation: 

(4.11) 

where U = U(u), V = V(v) and F — F(u, v) are arbitrary smooth functions. 
A straightforward computation shows that equation (4.11) takes the form 

frlll, + (r1r2 + F)fr = o1  F = (du,dv). 
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Let us analyze the case when 

(4.12) r1r2 + F = o. 

In this situation, there exist two regular curves oij:  Ij —>► Rn+2 so that 

H(u^v) = ai(^) + a2(v). 

Hence, 
U{u) + V{v) = ||ai||2 + ||a2||2 + 2(ai,a2). 

In particular, (a'^u),a^iv)) = 0 along Ii x I2.  Therefore, there are affine 
orthogonal subspaces Ej C R714"2 such that aj(Ij) C Ej, 1 < j < 2, and 

^(u) = ||ai||2, 7(t;) = ||a2||
2. 

Hence, surfaces of first type satisfying the additional condition (4.12) have 
the expression 

tr,")-    /    W^W 
y/lMuW + WMvW 

Assume, in addition, that the a^s are spherical curves, i.e., \\aj\\ = Cj, 
Cj G R+ with c2 + C2 = 1. Then, F = T1 = T2 = 0, r = -k2 is constant and 

p(u,v) = pi(u) +P2(v). 

We conclude that 

(p(w) = - f ^pai - (1 + A:2)  / p^aidu , -pa2 - (1 + fc2) / p^^dv J 

+ 0+v/P2-|l^ll2^ 

where 
PiOti       kp^rt 

k\Wi\\2'    \W2\\
2
t 

parametrizes a 1-parameter family of generic conformally flat submanifolds. 
The above set of examples contains very simple ones obtained by taking 

p — 1. This yields a 1-parameter family of immersions of the unit normal 
bundle M of h in Sn+1(l), given by 

<p(i/;) = f ka.\, -Ta2 ) + w,   k E R+. 

These examples are even simpler if the a^s are taken to be circles. 
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5. The flat case. 

Our goal in this section is to parametrically describe all flat Euclidean 
submanifolds in codimension 2 which cannot be obtained as compositions. 
Arguments here will be quite sketchy in regard to their similarity with the 
ones in [CD]. 

We assume that /: Mn -> Rn+2 is flat, 1-regular and nowhere a 
composition. The first assumption means that the first normal spaces 
N((x) C ThsM, i.e., the subspaces spanned by the second fundamental 

form at each point, form a subbundle of Tj~M. By Theorem 1 in [DT2] we 

have that dimATj' = 2. As in [CD], we conclude that in a neighborhood of 
each point there exists an orthonormal normal local basis {£, 77} for globally 
defined line bundles in Tj-M, such that 

rank^l^ = rank^ = 1 

and, on an open dense subset, 

i(5.1) ikerAf £ ker^/j,   ker A^ (jt keitp, 

where I/J is the 1-form defined as 

We say that a 1-regular flat stfbmanifold /: Mn —> Rn+2 is generic when 
dimiV/ = 2 and condition (5.1) holds everywhere. So / is nowhere a com- 
position. 

By Codazzi's equation, 

Az[X, W] = ^(X)ArjW,   \/X e A, 

where 0 7^ W G ker A^ fl A-1. From ImA^ ^ ImA^ and A^W ^ 0, we get 

(5.2) AckerV>. 

It follows easily from ker A^ (jL keiip that h: V2 ->► Sn+1(l), defined by 
£ = h o TT, is an immersion. Here, V2 is the quotient space of leaves of 
relative nullity of Mn with projection TT : Mn -)► V2 endowed with the metric 
induced by h. 

For all X E A and Y E TM, we have that 

0 = (A^Y) = -(^YJ,X). 
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Hence, A(x) C Tfr[x])V. Set 7 = (/,0- Then, 

X(7) = (/,^X) = 0,  VXGA. 

Therefore, 7 is constant along the leaves of A. Let S E T^V be a unit vector 
field orthogonal to A. Similar to Proposition 3.5 of [CD], we can define a 
parametrization cp of / along the subbundle Ng = {/3 G Tj^V: (/?, 5) — 0} by 

(5.3) ¥>(/3) = (7/i + grad7 + M)(y)+/?,   y = 7r(^), 

where 7 is defined by 7 = 7 o TT. Notice that 6 E C00(V') since f*X(x) = 
X(x) E Ns([x\) for all X E A. 

Let P be the symmetric tensor field on V2 defined as P = Hess7 + 7ld. 
We have that ^*y = Y for any y E Ns{7r({3)) in the fiber at ir(P) E F2. If 
T E T^iVj with 7r*T = z, a calculation similar to that of Proposition 3.9 in 
[CD] gives 

(5.4) 

(P*T{I3) =K{P- 0Bs - Bp)z + {(Bsgmdj + grad6, z) - (V^,(3))6 + /i 

where fj, E Ns(n(P)) and 5^ denotes the second fundamental form of h 
in the normal direction S. Set (ft = 7r*|A_L. Prom W E kerA^, we get 
77 = A^W^ = /i*0AVF, for some function A ^ 0. Since 77 is constant along 
the leaves of relative nullity, it follows that there exists a unit vector field 
w E TV such that 

(5.5) 77 = h*w on. 

By (5.4), this is equivalent to 

(5.6) Bpw = 0,  V/SeNs,   and   (P - 9Bs)w = 0. 

But, 

A^XW = A
2
%M^ = (P<^, w)<y o TT + eW^,   6 E C00(y), 

where l^-1 is a unit generator of ImA^. From dimJVJ = 2, we conclude that 

(5.7) (B6w,w)?0. 

Since rank^.^ = 1 and dimTVJ = 2, we have that there exists a vector field 

V E A-1, linearly independent with W, such that 

A^WV = 0. 
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As in [CD], using (5.4) and (5.5), we easily conclude that there exists a 
vector field v G TV, linearly independent with w (v o TT = (f)V), verifying 

(5.8) V> = 0,     ah(v,w)=0. 

By (5.8), equations (5.6) are equivalent to 

(5.9) 8 = T— —,    9=T— ^   and   (Pv,w)=0. 
\\ah(w,w)\\ \\ah(w,w)\\ 

Extending the definition in [CD], we call h: V2 —> Sri+1(l) a surface of 
type C when there exists a conjugate coordinate system (IA, V) such that 

r1 = 0   and   ah(dv,dv) ^0. 

Theorem 5.1. Let h: V2 -> Sri+1(l) be a surface of type C, and let 7 be 
any solution of equation 

Hess^du, dv) + (du, dv)j = 0. 

Let 6 E T^V and 6 G C00^) be given by 

^^   ah{dv,dv)        ^    (PdVldv) 

\\<Xh(dv,dv)\\' \\ah(dv,dv)\\' 

Then, on the open subset of regular points, the map (p: Ns —> Rn+2
; defined 

on Ns = {Pe Tj^V: (6,0) = 0} and given by 

(p(P) =jh + gradj + 65 + 0, 

is a parametrization of a generic n-dimensional flat submanifold of Rn+2. 
Conversely, any such submanifold can be locally parametrized this way. 

Proof Follows using (5.3), (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9). □ 

Remarks 5.2. 1) The regular points of ip are characterized by conditions: 

<B,grad7 +grad0,0*) ^ (V^jS),    <(P - 0BS - Bp)du,du) ± 0. 

2) As in [CD], we have that Rf = 0 <=^ Vww = 0. 
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